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The Complete Book of Sushi is the definitive sushi cookbook. The Japanese say that "You eat with

your eyes," and this is certainly true with sushi. An artform in Japan, sushi is not only beautifully

presented but healthy and delicious. Fresh and delicious, sushi is one of the healthiest foods you

can eat, as it's low in fat and high in essential vitamins and minerals. Aesthetically pleasing, sushi is

also surprisingly simple to make. From traditional hand-rolled sushi to the modern sushi in a bowl,

this sushi book will show you how to make these elegant dishes with ease. It also provides

information on the history and benefits of sushi, as well as how to use sushi-making tools; cook

perfect sushi rice; cut vegetables and decorations; and select fresh sushi fish and other ingredients.

The Complete Book of Sushi features traditional, contemporary and innovative recipes for lovers of

this Japanese cuisine. With easy-to-follow step-by-step recipes and gorgeous color photographs,

The Complete Book of Sushi is suitable for your cookbook collection. Delicious sushi recipes

include: Planning and preparing a sushi meal Sushi rolls Nigiri-sushi Molded sushi Hand-Rolled

sushi Vegetarian sushi Chirashi-sushi Wrapped sushi Sushi rice in fried tofu bags Sushi in a bowl

New sushi Drinks, sauces and side dishes
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I own about 13 different sushi books and this is by far the very best. They break down every

element of sushi creation. Great photos - very helpful. The recipes are soo very creative and unique

to all the other books. It changed the way I look at presenting and preparing sushi, and has helped



stretch my imagination and creativity in my own sushi dishes.

I own at least a dozen books on sushi and they tend to have a lot of overlap in recipes and

information. I think this is one of the best and had quite a number of things which were to me new

ideas. Great pictures and well organized.

Okay, I was going to add some faux-Japanese ambiance here by writing a haiku for my review but

it's easier to get half credit by mentioning that I almost did. Moving along, this is as I said the best of

several books I've read on the art of making sushi. Not only is the technique of creating sushi

carefully explained, but the history of how this most lovely of culinary art forms came about is

covered in copious detail. The illustrations here showcase what a master sushi chef can achieve as

far as presentation, and of course no effort is spared by the authors in proclaiming the simple truth

that sushi is one of the most delicious foods in existence. I have no idea why it took so long for the

appreciation of sushi to infiltrate American culture but thank goodness it's finally here. Now that it is,

this book can take you to the next frontier, and that is your own personal liberation from the need for

another person to prepare your sushi for you. With this book, you can make your own and do it for a

fraction of the cost of buying it at a restaurant. It may not look as pretty at first, but umm, it'll be

tasty. Yes, it takes confidence to take up the bamboo rolling screen that initial time, but trust me,

you can do it and this patient how-to book will get you through from dream to presentation. Soon

you'll be serving sushi at every gathering and your friends, co-workers and relatives-by-marriage will

be just plain amazed. "Why this sushi thing isn't disgusting at all!" your significant other's Great Aunt

Minnie will proclaim while you blush with pride. I seriously liked this book and have bought two more

copies to give out to friends this Christmas season. Anything I can do to proliferate the embracing of

sushi--metaphorically speaking--by the US public I'll gladly do. I hope after reading The Complete

Book Of Sushi, you feel the same. What's left to say? Well, get this book. It's good and it's the one

you've been looking for. Trust me.

I read some reviews before buying this book, and they were positive. The book is certainly nice

looking, with lots of pictures, and instructions. it has history to it, a glossary at the end, overall it is

not bad. I PERSONALLY ended up returning it because the recipes were not what I was looking for.

This book is great if you are into vegetarian-style sushi, I would say. The majority of the recipes here

do not have fish in them, so if you are looking for classic-sushi recipes, this is NOT the book for you.

The few rolls or other recipes with fish in it were as basic as you can imagine only using salmon or



tuna, sometimes shrimp. The types of rolls, sashimi, nigiri, and other plates you find here are very

"Westerner" in their ingredients, and very much vegetarian. Still, the combinations did look

interesting I must say, but not what I wanted. I wanted a book with lots of recipes with fish, seafood,

etc, and this is not it. Again, my review is not to say that this is not a good book, but rather a

different book than the classic sushi recipes.

This book is perfect. Perfect for the beginner, and perfect for the sushi chef. Each recipe has a color

picture to inspire you, and detailed directions.Covers sushi ingredients, fish buying tips, sauce

recipes, and TONS of sushi recipes. It even goes into soups and beverages.THE sushi cookbook.

I bought this book for my sushi-loving-husband as a Christmas gift so that he can make his own

sushi. This book is a great investment for the sushi lover. The author's recipes are complete and her

directions for making sushi are impeccable.Especially helpful were her directions for making sushi

rice - it came out beautifully! She provides instructions for making perfect rice whether you have a

rice cooker or not. This was especially valuable because you do not need "special" rice for making

sushi (I've seen so-called sushi rice in grocery stores for ridiculous prices!).The most difficult part of

the process for us was rolling the sushi. She explains how to do this very clearly.Overall a great

book with gorgeous pictures and helpful directions!

Because my fiance had always talked about learning to make sushi, I bought this for him for

Christmas. After reading just a few pages of this book, he was making fantastic sushi by the next

day! And now that he has some skills down, there is plenty more in the book to challenge him. This

is a great book for beginners and beyond!

Very nice book, very colorful well explained receipts, and big format.Probably the best one on Sushi

around...
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